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Abstract. In this paper, we construct an entity recognition and linking system 
using Chinese Wikipedia and knowledge base. We utilize refined filter rules in 
entity recognition module, and then generate candidate entities by search engine 
and attributes in Wikipedia article pages. In entity linking module, we propose a 
hybrid entity re-ranking method combined with three features: textual and se-
mantic match-degree, the similarity between candidate entity and entity men-
tion, entity frequency. Finally, we get the linking results by the entity’s final 
score. In the task of entity recognition and linking in search queries at NLPCC 
2015, the Average-F1 value of this method achieved 61.1% in 3849 test dataset, 
which ranks second place in fourteen teams. 

1 Introduction 

Search engine is the most common way to access information, sometimes, people 
have to search satisfied answer in retrieval result because of information explosion. 
To return better retrieval result, we need to deal with the entity recognition and link-
ing task to understand users’ intents better.  

Search queries are nonstandard text, containing wrong spellings and abbreviation, 
alias names, nick names of entity. For instance, “习大大爱着彭妈妈”, obviously, “习
大大” refers to “习近平”and “彭妈妈” is nick name of “彭丽媛”. Meanwhile, search 
queries are really short, the longest query may be dozens of words. Compared with 
the traditional entity recognition and linking works, the context can’t provide enough 
features to disambiguate entities.  

In this paper, we show our system for entity recognition and linking in search que-
ries. There are three main stages, entity recognition, candidate entities generation and 
entities disambiguation. We use the rules and entity base to filter the entity mention, 
then we generate candidate entities by search engine and attributes of Wikipedia pag-
es. Finally, we utilize an entity re-ranking method to score the candidate entities, 
which is combined with three features: textual and semantic match-degree, the simi-
larity between candidate entity and entity mention, entity frequency. Figure 1 shows 
the framework of our system. 
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Fig. 1. The framework of our system 

2 Related Work 

There are two methods to recognize entities, rule based and machine learning based. 
Methods based on rules always recognize entity by the spelling rules, the parts of 
speech of entities and dictionary. Mikheev et al. [1] can recognize 79.3% entities by 
using a general dictionary, as some entities are ambiguous with common nouns, the 
remaining 20.7% entities are not recognized. In addition, methods based on machine 
learning always need a lot of tagged dataset to learn a model. For instance, Asahara 
and Matsumoto [2] utilize a support vector machine model to recognize entities.  

To generate candidate entities, Han and Zhao [3] use Google API to get the re-
trieval result of short text, and select the entities in the title of Wikipedia pages as 
candidate entities. What is more, Meng et al. [4] utilize Baidu to search entity men-
tion+ “维基百科”and entity mention+ “维基百科”，and also select the entities in the 
title of Wikipedia pages as candidate entities. The candidate entity disambiguation 
need features, Dalton and Dietz [5] utilize urban dictionary to expand query. Hoffart 
et al. [6] use the word frequency in Wikipedia to define popularity feature. Blanco et 
al. [7] consider the distributional semantics of query words and entities, and train 
word embedding by word2vec.  Shen et al. [8] make use of a SVM model, and give a 
rank to candidate entity for each entity mention with a linear combination of four 
features: entity popularity, semantic associativity, semantic similarity and global topi-
cal coherence between mapping entities. 

3 Method 

To reduce the system’s complexity, we used some refined rules to filter and classify 
entity mentions. It’s simple, but effective! To deal with various names, we use the 
synonym dictionary to expand entity mentions. And we use the search engine com-
bined with Wikipedia to generate candidate entities. Finally, we utilize a re-ranking 
method to get the results. Figure 2 shows the flow of our system.  
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Fig. 2. The workflow of the system 

3.1 Pre-processing 

We use the Yebol Chinese segmentation system as word segmentation tool. Since we 
just need to link entities in the knowledge base, so we extract and process the entities, 
and then build an entity base. Table 1 shows some examples. Synonyms expansion is 
a simple but effective way to deal with mention variation issue. We use the same 
method in Meng et al. [4] to build and expand the synonym dictionary. We get “韩国” 
as alias of “大韩民国”, and “海贼王” as a translation of “ONE_PIECE”etc. We se-
lect the entity description as feature, and expand the description with Wikipedia and 
Baidupedia. 

Table 1. Examples of entity processing 

Original Result 
“爱情公寓1”，“爱情公寓2”，“爱情公寓3”，“爱情公
寓4”，“爱情公寓_(电视剧)”等 

“爱情公寓” 

“爱是永恒”，“爱是永恒（当所爱是你）” “爱是永恒” 
“茱莉娅·罗伯茨” “茱莉娅罗伯茨” 

3.2 Named Entity Recognition 

Traditional entity recognition methods are based on machine learning, which needs 
plenty of tagged corpus to train a model, and the types of entity in queries are various, 
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so it’s unsuitable to learn a model for entity recognition. In addition, the task only 
need to link entities in knowledge base, so, to simplify the process and improve the 
efficiency, we use the following methods to recognize entity. 

1. Design refined rules by sample dataset, and then filter the entity mentions 
2. Expand entity mentions by synonymy dictionary 
3. Match the mentions with entities in entity base: if the mention is complete-

matching, we name it identified entity mention Mi，such as “爱情公寓”, other-
wise, we name it unidentified entity mention Mu, such as “湖人”. 

3.3 Candidate Entity Generation  

Search queries and entity mentions are informal text with noise, for instance, “沙糖桔” 
is one of misspelling format of “沙糖橘”, and there is no matched word in synonym 
dictionary, so we can’t link the entity. Fortunately, search engine provide error correc-
tion function and can convert “沙糖桔”to“沙糖橘” before searching. Therefore, we 
adopt the method based on search engine we used last year [4], we use search engine 
Baidu, and treat “entity mention” + “中文维基百科”as input query. Figure 3 shows the 
workflow of entity generation.  

 

 
Fig. 3. The workflow of entity generation 

If an identified mention has one corresponding entity in the knowledge base, and 
the first retrieval result is a Wikipedia page, there are three conditions: 

1. An identified page, the entity in the title is our linked entity, like “诺基亚”. 
2. A redirect page, the entity in the title is also our linked entity. 
3. A disambiguation page, all the entities in the page are candidate entities, for instance, 

“Angelababy”and “杨颖（作家）” are candidate entities of mention “杨颖”. 

If an identified mention has more than one corresponding entities in the knowledge 
base, all the corresponding entities are candidate entities. For instance, “倚天屠龙记”, 
“倚天屠龙记_(1978年电影)”,“倚天屠龙记_(1978年电视剧)” etc. are candidate enti-
ties of mention “倚天屠龙记”. For the unidentified entity mention, if the top 10 pages 
in the retrieval result contains Chinese Wikipedia pages, the entities in the titles are 
candidate entities, otherwise, we remove this mention directly. 
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3.4 Candidate Entity Re-ranking 

The most important part of entity disambiguation is to compute the distance between 
candidate entities’ feature and mention’s feature. We compute the textual or semantic 
match-degree between notional words in queries context and candidate entities’ de-
scription. Mikolov et al. [9] indicated that the word embedding can represent the word 
in syntax and semantics. So, we can compute the similarity between entity mention 
and candidate entities by word embedding, and we use cosine similarity. The frequen-
cy of entity can tell us the prior probability of the appearance of a candidate entity 
given the entity mention. Therefore, we propose a re-ranking method combining with 
match-degree, word embedding similarity and entity frequency to re-rank the candi-
date entities. 

The Match-degree Between Mention Context and Candidate Entity Description  
For a set of candidate entities, if there is a candidate entity’s score is 1 in method 1, 
then every candidate entity’s score is Smatch1, otherwise, the score is Smatch2. We as-
sume ci is the ith candidate entity, m is the current mention. 
Method 1: If the notional word in query appears in the description of a candidate enti-
ty, for instance, query: “倚天屠龙记梁朝伟”, for entity mention “倚天屠龙记”，“梁
朝伟” appears in the description of “倚天屠龙记_(1986年电视剧)”， it scores 1, 
otherwise 0.  

  1
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Method 2: Compute the similarity between the search query and entity’s description. 
For the entity’s description, we use its notional words’ mean vector vd to represent; for 
the search query, we use its notional words’ mean vector vq to represent, and the 
match-degree is the cosine distance between vd and vq. 

    2 | cosmatch i q dvS c m v   (2) 

Therefore, the final score is formula 3. 
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The Similarity Between Candidate Entity Vector and Entity Mention Vector 
We set the candidate entity vector as Vc, and the entity mention vector as Vm, so, the 
similarity score Ssim will be represented as follows, 
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Entity Frequency 
We use a Chinese Wikipedia corpus to count the frequency of entity, if a candidate 
entity ci appears nci times in the corpus, and entity mention m appears nm times in the 
corpus, the frequency score Sfreq will be: 
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Hence, the final score of a candidate entity is just like formula 6. 

             1,| 3| | ,| 2final i match i sim i freq iS c m S c m S c m S c m i n        (6) 

And α=1, β=0.7, γ=0.2, these parameters are decided by the sample dataset. 
We set threshold δ to 0.005, if the difference between highest score and the second 

highest score is greater than δ, we choose the candidate entity with highest scores as 
the final linking entity. Otherwise, the second highest candidate entity is also chosen 
as linking entity. Process in sequence until the adjacent entities’ difference is greater 
than δ, or the linking entity number reaches 5. 

4 Experiments 

4.1 Dataset 

Wikipedia is a high quality encyclopedia containing a wide coverage of named enti-
ties, massive knowledge about notable named entities, so it is fit for entity linking 
work. We download the newest Chinese Wikipedia from wiki dump, and get 707 MB 
Chinese Wikipedia corpus after processing, which is used to train word embedding 
and get entity statistical dataset. We use CBOW model [10], [11] in word2vec to train 
word embedding, and set the dimension to 100.  

4.2 Experiment Result and Analysis 

Our system score is 61.1% in Average-F1, which ranks the second place in fourteen 
systems. Table 2 shows experiment results. We can see that our system is a little low-
er than other systems in Link-Recall, but our Link-Precision is 6.5 percent higher than 
the third system, and 16.2 percent gap with the first, it shows that our system is prom-
ising in entity linking. 
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Table 2. Part of evaluation results 

system Link-Precision Link-Recall Link-F1 Average-F1 

NO.1 0.724 0.736 0.73 0.733 

Ours 0.562 0.695 0.621 0.611 

NO.3 0.497 0.704 0.583 0.569 

 
Short context, nonstandard text and various entity representations in search queries 

make this task difficult. In addition, entity linking task is based on entity recognition, 
and there will be error in entity recognition inevitably, which may cause error accu-
mulation and pull precision in entity linking down. We concluded that there are main-
ly three types of error: 

1. We adopt a coarse-grained method to recognize entity, for example, there are “北京”, 
“北京交通大学” and “威海” three entities in query “北京交通大学威海校区”, and 
we missed “北京”. 

2. Some words has no word embedding because of the data sparsity problem. For in-
stance, the candidate entities of mention “天涯明月刀” are “天涯·明月·刀”and “天
涯明月刀_(电视剧)” in query “天涯明月刀不删档”, while these two candidate 
entities do not appear in training dataset. 

3. The re-ranking method is not precise enough. The linking result of mention “爱情
公寓” in query“爱情公寓里的小黑是谁”is “爱情公寓_(电视剧)”. However, for “
爱情公寓1”,“爱情公寓2” and “爱情公寓_(电视剧)” etc. Their score of match-
degree, similarity and frequency are extraordinary close, so all of them are selected 
as linking entity. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper introduces our entity recognition and linking system in search queries. We 
use a rules based method to recognize entity, then generate candidate entities by 
search engine and Wikipedia page attributes. Finally, we utilize an entity re-ranking 
method to score the candidate entities, and get the linking result by the entity score. 
The results of the experiment shows that our method is effective. In future work, we 
will optimize the word segmentation result, recognize entity in fine-grained and im-
prove the entity re-ranking method in entity linking. 
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